
Math 594: Homework 11

Professor Karen Smith

April 19, 2015

1. Email me with some time frames during which you can schedule your oral final exam. These can
be any day starting next week and going through noon on April 30. First come first serve; I can
not guarantee spots at a particular time.

2. Suppose g(x) is an irreducible separable polynomial of degree d over k, with splitting field L and
Galois group G.

• (Gilad Pagi) Show that either |G| = d, or else G has a non-normal subgroup of index d.

• Prove or disprove: there exists a polynomial of degree four over a characteristic zero field with
Galois group of order eight.

• Prove or disprove: if the Galois group of an irreducible polynomial g over R(s, t) has the
property that all proper subgroups are normal, then any root of g generates the splitting field
over R(s, t).

3. Prove or disprove: The field extension Q( 3
√

2) is a subfield of some cyclotomic extension Kn of Q

4. Prove or disprove: Suppose a polynomial g over Q has 17 roots in Q, which break into orbits of
cardinalities 4, 4, 3, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1 under the Galois action on the splitting field. Then all the roots are
expressible in radicals over Q.

5. Prove or disprove: Let E/F is Galois with Galois group G. Then each g ∈ G, considered as an
F -vector space map g : E → E, has at least one eigenvalue in E. Does every non-identity element
g ∈ G have at least two F -linearly independent eigenvalues in E?

6). Let L = C(x) and let k be the subfield C(x2 + 1
x2 ).

a. Show that L/k is Galois, with Galois group isomorphic to the Klein four group.

b. Find the minimal polynomial of x over k.

c. Find the complete lattice of intermediate fields between k and L. Which of these are Galois
extensions of k?

7). Find a primitive element (field generator) for Q(
√

2, 3
√

5) over Q. Show that this field extension
is not Galois and find its Galois closure.

8). DF: 14.6: problem 27 on Vandermonde determinant.
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